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Abstract In this paper, the accuracy of Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared Imaging
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) land surface albedo, which is derived from the direct estimation algorithm, was
assessed using ground-based albedo observations from a wireless sensor network over a heterogeneous
cropland in the Huailai station, northern China. Data from six nodes spanning 2013–2014 over vegetation,
bare soil, and mixed terrain surfaces were utilized to provide ground reference at VIIRS pixel scale. The
performance of VIIRS albedo was also compared with Global LAnd Surface Satellite (GLASS) and Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) albedos (Collection 5 and 6). The results indicate that the
current granular VIIRS albedo has a high accuracy with a root-mean-square error of 0.02 for typical land
covers. They are significantly correlated with ground references indicated by a correlation coefficient (R)
of 0.73. The VIIRS albedo shows distinct advantages to GLASS and MODIS albedos over bare soil and
mixed-cover surfaces, while it is inferior to the other two products over vegetated surfaces. Furthermore, its
time continuity and the ability to capture the abrupt change of surface albedo are better than that of GLASS
and MODIS albedo.

1. Introduction

The surface albedo is defined as the ratio of the solar radiation reflected by the land surface to the radiation
incident on the surface (Liang, 2004). It is a key parameter in climate and biogeochemical models as it deter-
mines the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the land surface. Remote sensing provides a unique
method for obtaining albedos at regional and global scales. Efforts have been devoted to establish the
methodologies to retrieve albedos from satellite remote sensing data, and significant progress has been
achieved over the past few decades, including narrow-to-broadband conversions (Liang, Strahler, &
Walthall, 1999), bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) angular modeling (Lucht et al., 2000;
Schaaf et al., 2002; Wanner et al., 1997; You et al., 2015), direct-estimation algorithms based on linear regres-
sion models (Cui, Mitomi, & Takamura, 2009; He et al., 2012; Qu et al., 2014), and joint optimal algorithms to
estimate albedos from geostationary satellite data (Govaerts et al., 2010). Albedo products have been
generated using the above algorithms, including albedos derived from the advanced very high resolution
radiometer (AVHRR) (Saunders, 1990), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Gao
et al., 2005), Polarization and Directionality of Earth Reflectances (Bicheron & Leroy, 2000), Meteosat
Second Generation (Govaerts et al., 2008; Leeuwen & Roujean, 2002), and Medium-Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (Muller, 2008).

The Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) satellite was launched on 28 October 2011, and the
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on board the NPP satellite provides themajority of the envir-
onmental data records (Cao et al., 2013). The VIIRS albedo is derived from VIIRS top-of atmosphere (TOA)
reflectance using an approach known as the direct estimation method (Wang et al., 2013), which estimates
land surface albedos directly from TOA reflectance without using an atmospheric correction procedure
(Liang, Stroeve, & Box, 2005). Unlike the previous direct estimationmethods applied to the GLASS albedo pro-
ducts (Liang, 2003; Liang et al., 1999; Liang, Stroeve, & Box, 2005; Qu et al., 2014), VIIRS albedo algorithm has
been significantly improved for a better retrieval quality. Multiple aerosol types and land surface bidirectional
reflectance distribution functions (BRDFs) are incorporated in a radiative transfer simulation to develop the
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regression models. Therefore, the developed surface-specific look-up tables (LUTs) depend on the surface
BRDFs (Wang et al., 2013), and they improve the accuracy of the albedo estimates.

Albedo products from different sensors have been used successfully in many scientific fields, for example, to
simulate rainfall processes (Shi et al., 2009), air temperature (Li, Sheng, & Zhao, 2012), and climate simulations
(Strugnell, Lucht, & Schaaf, 2001). In particular, albedo products generated by AVHRR, MODIS, and VIIRS can
aid the development of climate data record albedo time series (Privette et al., 2004; Yu, Privette, & Pinheiro,
2008). However, albedo products are not widely used via direct analyses or data assimilation in climate and
environmental research because of the lack of detailed information on the accuracy. Thus, validations of
different albedo products are necessary to provide albedo users with data accuracy information, to identify
possible deficiencies and to propagate such uncertainties into climate models. Many studies have been con-
ducted to evaluate the accuracies of the MODIS and AVHRR albedo products (Muller et al., 2007; Chen et al.,
2008; Liu et al., 2009; Román et al., 2009; Wang & Zender, 2010; Cescatti et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Roman
et al., 2013; Q. Liu, Wang, et al., 2013; He et al., 2014); however, the evaluation of VIIRS albedo has just begun
(Wang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2016).

Preliminary validations of VIIRS albedo have demonstrated that VIIRS albedo has a root-mean-square-error
(RMSE) of 0.020 and a slight negative bias of 0.004 compared with the ground measurements (Wang et al.,
2013). However, these assessments have been carried out by direct comparison with single site measure-
ments under the general assumption that the ground albedo has such a good spatial representativeness
that it can be directly used to validate the VIIRS albedo product. The primary challenge, however, is that
most sites with heterogeneous surfaces are invalid for direct comparison with VIIRS albedo because of
their limited spatial representativeness. The term of spatial representativeness here denotes the degree
to which a ground-observed albedo is able to represent the surrounding landscape extending to the satel-
lite footprint. To assess the accuracy of VIIRS albedo over heterogeneous surfaces, Zhou et al. (2016) have
introduced the intermediate scale albedo data, that is, Landsat albedo, as bridges to fill gaps between
ground measurements and VIIRS albedo products. However, this kind of validation strategy is faced with
many types of uncertainties, which are the result of additional inversion or geometric registration errors
(Peng et al., 2014). Therefore, the absolute accuracy of VIIRS albedo products can suffer from the effects
of error propagation (Wu et al., 2016).

The main obstacles confronting the validation of VIIRS granule-based albedo over heterogeneous land sur-
faces arise from two aspects: (a) the in situ albedo may not represent the mean albedo at the VIIRS pixel scale
as it is usually acquired at a small local scale, and (b) even for a spatially representative site, the fixed position
of the in situ sensor makes it difficult to represent the landscape at the VIIRS pixel scale as the spatial extent of
the VIIRS pixel corresponding to the site varies with repeated acquisitions.

Currently, a wireless sensor network (WSN), established by the State Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing
Science of China, offers the possibility of assessing the accuracy of VIIRS swath-based albedo at flexible tem-
poral and spatial scales (Dou et al., 2016). The optimization of the WSN node locations, the upscaling method
of groundmeasurements, and the validation strategy for gridded albedo products have been developed (Wu
et al., 2016). This paper focuses on the evaluation of the VIIRS swath-based albedo using ground observed
albedo by improving the existing upscaling method. As the continuation of the surface products provided
by MODIS instruments, the performance of VIIRS albedo was also compared with that of GLASS and
MODIS albedo, as they were both derived from MODIS reflectance and with similar spatial resolutions.

A brief description of the VIIRS albedo provisional product and its retrieval algorithms was given in section 2.
The ground albedo measurements collected in the Huailai WSN experiment, the ground data processing
method, and the satellite data were described in section 3. The results of the VIIRS albedo evaluation and
comparison with GLASS and MODIS albedo (V005 and V006) are presented in section 4. Finally, the conclu-
sions of this paper are summarized in section 5.

2. VIIRS Albedo
2.1. VIIRS Albedo Algorithm

The direct estimation algorithm is currently employed as the unique algorithm to generate VIIRS albedo
products (Wang et al., 2013). It is a regression approach used for both the bright surfaces, such as
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snow, desert, and bare soils, and dark surfaces, such as vegetation.
Nine bands (Table 1) from VIIRS were initially used to estimate land
surface albedo. Because of the strong correlation among the bidirec-
tional reflectance factors in bands 1–3, the M2 and M3 bands
were excluded.

The algorithm estimates the surface albedo directly from VIIRS TOA
reflectance in seven spectral bands using a linear regression function f:

A θð Þ ¼ f ρ1 θ;ϑ;ϕð Þ; ρ2 θ;ϑ;ϕð Þ;…; ρn θ;ϑ;ϕð Þð Þ (1)

where A is the broadband albedo, ρ is the TOA reflectance, and n indi-
cates the seven VIIRS bands, M1, M4–5, M7–8, and M10–11. θ, ϑ , and
ϕ are solar zenith angle, view zenith angle, and relative azimuth angle,
respectively.

The coefficients of f are derived by a linear regression between land surface albedos and TOA reflectances,
where the latter were generated from a VIIRS BRDF database (Qu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013) using the
6S (second simulation of a satellite signal in the solar spectrum) radiative transfer simulation (Kotchenova
et al., 2006) for each combination of surface, atmosphere (aerosol types and aerosol optical depth (AOD)),
and illumination and viewing geometry (represented by the solar zenith angle (SZA), the view zenith angle
(VZA), and relative azimuth angle (RAA)).

During the TOA reflectance simulation process, five types of aerosol, including urban, rural, desert, biomass
burning, and mixed all-type aerosol, were considered. Compared with the previous direct estimation meth-
ods (Liang et al., 1999; Liang, Stroeve, & Box, 2005; Qu et al., 2014), the major improvement of VIIRS albedo
algorithm was considering the unique BRDF of bare soil and snow surfaces. The bare soil-specific LUT and
snow-specific LUT were established bymainly using the BRDF of bare soil and snow in the simulation process,
respectively (Wang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2016). Preliminary validation results over desert and snow surfaces
have shown that the surface-specific BRDF LUT performs much better than that obtained from generic LUT,
which is derived using all data in the BRDF database during the simulation process (Zhou et al., 2016).

2.2. VIIRS Albedo Product

VIIRS albedo product provides broadband blue-sky surface albedo at the VIIRS moderate resolution (approxi-
mately 750 m at nadir) every day. It is a granular product similar to the MODIS level 2 swath products. The
pixels were flagged as either “confidently clear,” “probably clear,” “probably cloudy,” or “confidently cloudy”
using the VIIRS Cloud Detection. In this paper, only the albedos identified as “confidently clear” were used.
Given the effect of adjacent clouds, two clear-sky conditions were considered. The “strict clear-sky” constraint
used for the VIIRS albedo generation requires that both the pixel to be validated and its eight adjacent pixels
are “confidently clear.” The “clear-sky” condition requires the pixel to be validated to have a “confidently
clear” status regardless of whether its neighbor pixels are clear or not.

Based on our requirements, the Liang research team at the Department of Geographical Sciences, University
of Maryland, produced VIIRS albedo data for the Huailai test station in China. The data set includes albedo,
cloud mask information, SZA, VZA, and RAA. The data span from day of year (DOY) 182, 2013 to DOY 212,
2014. There were usually two or more observations of the experimental area each day due to swath overlaps
(Cayula, Arnone, & Vandermeulen, 2015). However, observations with SZAs larger than 70° were discarded
because the VIIRS albedo is not reliable at higher SZAs (Wang et al., 2013). VIIRS moderate-band geolocation
Sensor Data Records with a 750 m spatial resolution were used to identify the footprint of each VIIRS obser-
vation corresponding to the study area. Additionally, the satellite overpass time, SZA, and Land Quality Flag
of the VIIRS albedo were also extracted.

3. Experimental Data
3.1. The In Situ Albedo
3.1.1. Ground Site and WSN Observation
The experiment was performed at the Huailai test station, Hebei province, China. A 2 km × 2 km area around
the station (115.78°E–115.80°E and 40.35°N–40.37°N) was selected as the albedo product validation region
(Figure 1). This area is characterized by its distinct land uses: bare soil between January and April, corn

Table 1
Basic Specifications of the Bands to Estimate Surface Albedo (Liang, Yu, &
Defelice, 2005)

Band name Spectral range (nm) Center (nm) Width (nm)

M1 402–422 412 20
M2 436–454 445 18
M3 478–498 488 20
M4 545–565 555 20
M5 662–682 672 20
M7 846–885 865 39
M8 1,230–1,250 1,240 20
M10 1,580–1,640 1,610 60
M11 2,225–2,275 2,250 50
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from May to October, and occasional straw burning during November and December. During the growing
season, corn growth is inconsistent because of differences in management (e.g., seeding time, irrigation,
and fertilization). During the dormant season, the degree of heterogeneity increases because the surface is
either a mixture of withered corn stalk and bare soil or a mixture of darker ash and bare soil caused by
burning straw.

The locations of WSN nodes (Figure 1) were optimized based on the indicator of spatiotemporal representa-
tiveness (Wu et al., 2016) to capture the spatial-temporal variations of surface albedo over the region. Each
WSN node was instrumented with two CNR pyranometers mounted back-to-back (Figure 2), which measured
the total downward and upward radiation. The pyranometers were equipped with filter domes that provided
a nearly perfect linear spectral response within the broadband range (0.3–2.8 μm). They were mounted at a
height of 3 m. The footprints of the pyranometers depended on their heights above the underlying surface
and were estimated to be ranging from 26.1 m to 8.7 m in diameter (Sailor, Resh, & Segura, 2006) with the
growth of crop. The pyranometers took radiation measurements every 5 min, and the ground-based albedo
observations could be precisely synchronized with the satellite overpass.

Figure 1. Top-of-atmosphere shortwave reflectance false color composite (SPOT, bands 3-4-2) surrounding the study area on 29 August 2012. The red rectangle
shows the spatial extent of the study area, which covers a 2 km × 2 km area. The red points indicate the spatial distribution of WSN nodes.

Figure 2. Photographs of WSN sites (node 5 for example) in different periods. (left to right) These pictures indicate the surface conditions during vegetation period,
mixed surface period, and bare soil period, respectively.
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3.1.2. VIIRS-Pixel Ground Albedo Estimation and Evaluation
The WSN node observed albedo was calculated using the ratios of
the 25 min averaged downward and upward radiations around the
time of the NPP satellite overpass. Using this averaged irradiance
(rather than instantaneous value) to construct the ground surface
albedo can reduce random errors caused by wind and other distur-
bance (Wang & Zender, 2010).

The ground node observation was upscaled to VIIRS pixel scale by
assigning different weight coefficients to different nodes, where the
weight coefficients were generated statistically with the historical
Huan Jing (HJ) albedo (equation (2)). The HJ albedos from 2010 to
2012 were generated from HJ images using the angular bin (AB) algo-
rithm (Qu et al., 2014), provided along with the black-sky (BSA) and
white-sky albedo (WSA) at a spatial resolution of 30 m. HJ blue-sky
albedo (short for HJ albedo) was calculated by weighting the WSA and
BSA with the ratio of diffuse radiation, which is dependent on the solar
zenith angle (SZA) and the atmospheric optical depth (AOD). The
AOD information was obtained from MODIS 10 km aerosol products
(Collection V005, at 550 nm).

Apixel ¼
Xn

i¼1

αiwi n ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6ð Þ (2)

where Apixel refers to the aggregated calibrated HJ albedo (CHJ) corresponding to the spatial extent of VIIRS
pixel to be validated, αi is the HJ pixel albedo at theWSN node, n denotes the number of WSN nodes, andwi is
the upscaling weight coefficients to be derived with the ordinary least squares method. Considering the
probability that a WSN node cannot provide an effective observation due to instrument failure or its limited
spatial representativeness, the weight coefficients are calculated for all possible combinations of the WSN
nodes and stored in a look-up table (LUT) (Wu et al., 2016). For example, the data from node 3 were excluded
because of their poor quality. It should be noted that, as the footprint of the VIIRS albedo pixel over the study
area was changing with different overpass time due to its swath-based storage format, the underlying surface
for the pixel to be validated changed accordingly. Considering the surface heterogeneity, the surface albedo
Apixel corresponding to the VIIRS pixel was different for each satellite overpass, even for two adjacent obser-
vations. As a result, the upscaling weight coefficient LUT derived from equation (2) varied with each VIIRS

Figure 3. Scatterplot of ground reference at VIIRS pixel scale and aggregated
CHJ albedo in the VIIRS pixel during the experimental period.

Figure 4. Time series of the instantaneous ground reference and VIIRS daily instantaneous albedo data. The red and black
squares denote the ground reference in clear-sky and strict clear-sky conditions, respectively. The green and blue stars
represent the VIIRS daily albedo in clear-sky and strict clear-sky conditions, respectively. The VIIRS albedos are more
fluctuant than ground reference in time series.
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observation. After this step, the ground reference value at the VIIRS pixel scale can be derived by assigning
the upscaling weight coefficients to WSN nodes’ observations combined with a quality control process
(Wu et al., 2016).

The accuracy of the ground reference value at VIIRS pixel scale was assessed by comparing the aggregated
CHJ within the footprint of VIIRS pixel to the ground reference (Figure 3) during the experimental period
(2013–2014). The ground reference and the aggregated CHJ at VIIRS pixel scale are significantly correlated
with a correlation coefficient (R) of 0.87 and P value (F test) of 0. The RMSE and average bias are 0.01 and
0.002, respectively, which demonstrate the high accuracy of ground reference at VIIRS pixel scale.

Figure 5. Photographs of the land surface cover during (a) vegetation period, (b) mixed surface period resulted from a mixture of withered crops and bare soil,
(c) mixed surface period due to a mixture of bare soil and darker ashes caused by straw burning, (d) bare soil period, and (d) mixed surface period with a mixture
of vegetation and bare soil.

Figure 6. Scatterplots between the instantaneous ground reference and VIIRS instantaneous albedo under strict clear-sky
and clear-sky conditions. The red solid circles and the green open circles indicate the strict clear-sky and clear-sky
conditions, respectively. The dotted lines show the bias on the interval [�0.05, 0.05].
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3.2. The GLASS and MODIS Albedo Product (Collection 5 and 6)

The 1 km GLASS albedo was derived from MODIS/Terra and Aqua satellite
data with the angular bin (AB) algorithm (Qu et al., 2014). The intermediate
products are retrieved daily and averaged using STF (Statistics-based
Temporal Filtering) (N. F. Liu, Liu, et al., 2013) to generate an 8 day final
product. For the consistency with the temporal resolution of VIIRS albedo,
this paper just utilized the GLASS daily preliminary product.

The MODIS albedo product was estimated using the kernel-driven
RossThick-LiSparse-Reciprocal model (Li & Strahler, 1992; Ross, 1981;
Schaaf, Wang, & Strahler, 2011) to characterize anisotropic reflectivity of

land surfaces (Lucht, Schaaf, & Strahler, 2002; Wanner et al., 1997). Instead of the 8 day temporal resolution
of V005, the V006 collection is a daily albedo, with observations of the single day of interest emphasized
(Mira et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014). Unlike the NPP VIIRS swath-based instantaneous blue-sky albedo at
the overpass time, both the GLASS and MODIS albedo provide the gridded BSA corresponding to the solar
angle at local noon andWSA, and their blue-sky albedos were calculated by weighting the BSA andWSA with
the proportions of the diffuse sky radiation arriving at the ground.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Consistency Assessment With In Situ Albedo
4.1.1. Daily Instantaneous Albedo
Figure 4 shows the annual time series of the VIIRS daily instantaneous albedo and the ground reference at
the VIIRS pixel scale in the validation region. According to the land use, the experimental period was arti-
ficially divided into three time periods: vegetation period (T1, from 18 July to 30 September 2013 and from
1 to 31 July 2014), bare soil period (T2, from 1 January to 30 April 2014), and mixed surface period
(T3, from 1 October to 31 December 2013 and from 1 May to 30 June 2014). The mixed surface period
contains two cases (Figure 5): the corn harvest period, during which part of the area was covered by withered
corn stalks or burned straw, and the seeding time, during which the corn had just begun to grow and
frequent farm management (irrigation, fertilization, etc.) occurred, and inconsistencies in the growth
increased the surface heterogeneity.

Both the ground reference and VIIRS albedo varied seasonally with vegetation phenology and changes in
land cover. The VIIRS albedo agrees in general quite well with the ground reference throughout the year.
However, an abnormal low value of VIIRS albedo is observed around DOY 350, where it was about 0.1 lower

Figure 7. The distribution of the VIIRS instantaneous albedo errors (VIIRS albedo minus ground reference) during the
different periods.

Table 2
Summary of the Evaluation Results for the VIIRS Instantaneous Albedo

T1 (vegetation
period)

T2 (bare
soil period)

T3 (mixed
cover period)

All
periods

RMSE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Bias 0.003 �0.002 0.005 0.002
R 0.35 0.41 0.62 0.73
P 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
N 42 54 73 169
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than the ground reference. It is caused by cloud shadow and excluded from the following analysis for a fair
comparison.

Figure 6 shows scatterplots of the VIIRS albedo and ground reference during the different periods. The quan-
titative comparisons of the VIIRS albedo and the ground reference at the VIIRS pixel scale are summarized in
Table 2. The mean difference (bias) and RMSE are used to measure the difference of the two kinds of albedo.
The correlation coefficient (R) and significance value (P) are used tomeasure their consistency. N indicates the
amount of data in the plot. It is noted that there are not enough strict clear-sky cases for the VIIRS albedo, and
the statistical results under strict clear-sky condition are not statistically significant and are thus omitted.

RMSEs during the three periods (T1, T2, and T3) are all as low as 0.02, which demonstrates a high accuracy of
VIIRS albedo over different kinds of land cover. The P values decrease from 0.02 (in T1) to 0.00 (in T2 and T3),
which shows that the relationships between ground reference and VIIRS albedo during bare soil and mixed
cover periods are more significant than that during the vegetation-covered period. Despite the low R of 0.35
during vegetation-covered period, the VIIRS albedo is consistent with ground reference since most of the
data points are on the line 1:1. The average biases are slightly different during the three periods, which

varies from 0.003 (T1) to �0.002 (T2) and then to 0.005 (T3). Most errors
are distributed around 0, and the largest value is no more than
0.06 (Figures 7a–7c).

A combined analysis of all periods shows that the VIIRS albedo neither
systematically overestimates nor underestimates the ground reference
on the annual basis (Figure 6d). The errors are generally following
approximately a normal distribution with a mean value of 0.002
(Figure 7d). The overall RMSE is 0.02, which indicates the high overall
accuracy of VIIRS albedo. The P value of 0.00 and R value of 0.73 manifest
the significant consistency between VIIRS albedo and ground reference.

The results in Figure 4 show that during the vegetation and bare soil per-
iods, both the VIIRS albedo and ground reference temporal sequence
are relatively smooth, even though the footprint of the swath data
varies between acquisitions. This is because the land cover is relatively
stable and homogeneous, and the signals are not significantly changed
with variations of the footprint. The two kinds of albedos are very close
in magnitude, indicated by most of the data points being distributed
around the line 1:1 (Figures 6a and 6b). However, during the mixed ter-
rain surface-covered period, they both noticeably fluctuate. This can be
attributed to two aspects: one is the frequent change of the land cover;
the other is the variation of the signals from different footprints, because
the surface is significantly heterogeneous during this period and even a

Figure 8. Time series of the 16 day mean ground reference (represented by red open squares) and 16 day mean VIIRS daily
instantaneous albedo (denoted as green open stars), showing a better agreement throughout the year.

Figure 9. Scatterplot between the 16 day mean ground reference at the
VIIRS pixel scale and 16 day mean VIIRS albedo. The dotted lines show the
bias on the interval [�0.05, 0.05].
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tiny change of footprint can result in large differences in albedo values.
It is noteworthy that the volatility in the VIIRS albedo is greater than that
of the ground reference. The scatterplots during T3 are dispersed, and
the closeness between the VIIRS albedo and ground reference is not
as good as for T1 and T2, despite T3 having a large R of 0.62, which is
the result of the large variance of the distribution of surface albedo as
shown in Figure 6c. As has been demonstrated previously in Zhou et al.
(2016) and Qu et al. (2014), the disagreements are mainly caused by
atmospheric effects, the limitations of the retrieval algorithm, and the
failure of the cloud/shadow detection of VIIRS albedo. The results of
the comparison indicate that the VIIRS albedo provides high-quality
results during the vegetation-covered and bare soil-covered periods
when the land surface is relatively stable. However, its stability
decreases during the mixed-cover period when the surface changes fre-
quently, although the VIIRS albedo is able to reveal rapid changes to
some extent with an acceptable accuracy.

4.1.2. Sixteen-Day Mean Albedo
The 16 day VIIRS albedos were averaged to obtain the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo with an interval of 8 days,
corresponding to the temporal step of the MODIS albedo (V005). The 16 day VIIRS albedo is closer to the
16 day ground reference than the VIIRS daily instantaneous albedo throughout the year (Figure 8). These
two kinds of albedos are still significantly correlated as the P value is still equal to 0.00. Also, the RMSE
decreases from 0.02 to 0.01, while R increases from 0.73 to 0.87 (Figure 9). The errors are concentrated in
0, and more than 90% of them are within the range of ±0.02. Only approximately 5% of the errors are distrib-
uted around �0.03 (Figure 10). These results indicate that some random errors in the ground reference and
satellite albedo product can be reduced in the temporal aggregation, which led to a better agreement
between them.

4.2. Consistency Assessment With the GLASS and MODIS Albedo (V005 and V006)
4.2.1. Comparison With GLASS and MODIS Daily Local Noon Albedo (V006)
The clear-sky GLASS local noon albedo was extracted and compared with the ground reference at a 1 km
pixel scale (Figure 11), which was calculated from the WSN albedo at local solar noon with the upscaling
coefficients byWu et al. (2016). Abrupt changes in surface albedo can be observed from the ground reference
but not from GLASS albedo. Additionally, GLASS albedo suffered from some missing data. The missing
GLASS albedo data during DOY 27–70 were caused by the quality flag check process, which screened poor
quality data. Their agreement is significantly good during T1, with a low RMSE of 0.01 and high R of 0.71
(Figure 12a). However, the agreement deteriorates in T3 as the RMSE increases to 0.03. The consistency is

Figure 10. The distribution of the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo errors (16 day
mean VIIRS albedo minus 16 day mean ground reference).

Figure 11. Time series of the local noon ground reference at 1 km scale (denoted as purple squares) and the GLASS
daily local noon albedo (indicated by cyan asterisks). Data missing can be observed in GLASS albedo, but not in the
ground reference.
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the worst in T2 (Figure 12b) with almost no correlation between in situ and GLASS albedos. The combined
periods (Figure 12d) show an acceptable accuracy of GLASS albedo. The low P of 0.00 and R of 0.63 indicate
a significant overall correlation between the GLASS albedo and the ground reference.

A comparison of R during T1 shows that the VIIRS instantaneous albedo estimates (R = 0.35) are poorer than
the GLASS daily local noon albedo estimates (R = 0.71). The scatterplots of the VIIRS albedo are more dis-
persed than those of GLASS albedo, which may be the result of a laxer quality control (e.g., cloud/shadow
detection) of the VIIRS albedo. During T2, the VIIRS albedo is closer to the ground reference than the
GLASS albedo as indicated by the lower RMSE of 0.02 and higher R of 0.41 (GLASS albedo: RMSE = 0.03,
R = 0.04). The temporal trend of the ground reference and VIIRS albedo is more consistent than the one of
GLASS albedo. These results occur because the VIIRS albedo algorithm used a specific bare-soil BRDF LUT.

Figure 12. Scatterplots between the 1 km pixel scale ground reference and GLASS daily local noon albedo under clear-sky
condition during the different periods. The dotted lines show the bias on the interval [�0.05, 0.05].

Figure 13. The comparison of the errors of MCD43A3 (V006), GLASS daily local noon albedo, and VIIRS daily instantaneous
albedo with respect to the ground reference at corresponding time and pixel scale.
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During the mixed cover period, the RMSE (0.02) and average bias (0.005) of the VIIRS albedo are better than
those of GLASS albedo (0.03 and �0.018), although the VIIRS and GLASS albedos have similar R values. High
values in surface albedo are captured by VIIRS instantaneous albedo, but not by GLASS local noon albedo. On
the whole, VIIRS albedo shows a higher overall accuracy with a smaller RMSE and a larger R than
GLASS albedo.

Comparison of the time series of VIIRS and GLASS albedo shows a number of differences. First, the fluctuation
range of VIIRS albedo in time series is larger than that of ground reference (VIIRS pixel scale); on the contrary,
the GLASS albedo temporal sequence is smoother than that of ground reference (1 km pixel scale). This is
because the GLASS albedo was smoothed using the STF method (N. F. Liu, Liu, et al., 2013), but the VIIRS

Figure 14. Comparisons between local noon ground reference at a 1 km scale and 1 km MODIS albedo (V006). The circles
are color coded by the different number of MCD43A3 (V006) pixels used in full inversion within the 1 km scale.

Figure 15. Scatterplot of the local noon ground reference at a 1 km pixel scale and the 1 km MODIS local noon albedos
(V006) during the different periods. The different colors of circles indicate the different numbers of MCD43A3 (V006)
pixels used in full inversion within the 1 km scale. The dotted lines show the bias on the interval [�0.05, 0.05].
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albedo was not and affected by cloud detection and atmospheric effect. Second, the temporal variations in
the surface albedo are better captured by VIIRS albedo, especially when abrupt change occurs. It shows that
the STF method for GLASS albedo smoothens the albedo variations due to abrupt changes of land surfaces.
Lastly, the VIIRS albedo temporal curve does not fluctuate sharply and is more temporally continuous than
that of GLASS albedo.

Because of the difference in time and spatial resolutions of VIIRS and GLASS albedo, the comparison is just
focused on their closeness with the ground reference at the corresponding pixel scale (Figure 13), but their
absolute values are ignored. Their errors are both small during the vegetation-covered period (T1). However,
it is apparent that the GLASS albedo shows larger errors than VIIRS albedo during the mixed cover (T3) and
bare soil periods (T2), indicating that the VIIRS albedo outperforms GLASS albedo in depicting the surface
albedo during these two periods, despite the dispersion of VIIRS albedo.

The different performance of VIIRS and GLASS albedos can be attributed to various factors. First, VIIRS and
GLASS albedowere derived from different remote sensing data, and different instruments have different con-
figurations with respect to spectral response functions and angular sampling domains. Second, the VIIRS
albedo algorithm used TOA reflectances as input, whereas the GLASS albedo used here was derived from
land surface reflectances. Lastly, although both albedos were generated using the direct-estimation algo-
rithm, there were some procedural differences, such as the sizes of the bins in the regression procedure, as
well as the applied aerosol models, surface BRDF databases, and band conversions used in the procedure
to build the training data set.

As an inheritor of MODIS, it is imperative to carry out a comparison of the performance between VIIRS and
MODIS albedo (V006) on a daily basis. The best agreement between MODIS albedo (V006) and ground refer-
ence is observed during T1 period (Figure 15a), with the smallest RMSE of 0.01. All of the errors are within
±0.05 with an average value of �0.008. Despite the relatively low R (0.45), a significant relationship exists
between 1 kmMODIS albedo (V006) and 1 km local noon ground references. The agreement is still good dur-
ing the T3 period (Figure 15c), with a high R of 0.69 and most errors within ±0.05. However, the result of the
comparison worsens during T2 (Figure 15b), and only a small number (N = 27) of MODIS albedos are available

due to quality check processes. There is no significant correlation
between MODIS albedo and ground reference with a small R of 0.25
and a large P of 0.21. When combining all periods, the overall RMSE
and R are 0.03 and 0.70, respectively, and most data points are with
errors less than 0.05 (Figure 15d). Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 14,
the 1 km MODIS albedo (V006) almost systematically underestimates
relative to the 1 km ground reference with an average bias of �0.016.

Compared with Figures 4 and 6, it is apparent that VIIRS daily instanta-
neous albedo is inferior to theMODIS daily local noon albedo (V006) dur-
ing the vegetation-covered period with respect to their agreements

Figure 16. Comparisons between the 16 day 1 km ground reference and 1 km MODIS albedo (V005). Full inversion from 0
to 4 indicates the number of pixels from BRDF full inversions among the four MCD43A3 pixels within the 1 km scale.

Table 3
Comparison of the Evaluation Results for the 16 day VIIRS Albedo and
MCD43A3 (V005)

16 day mean VIIRS albedo MCD43A3 (V005)

RMSE 0.01 0.02
Bias 0.002 �0.02
R 0.87 0.85
P 0.00 0.00
N 48 41
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with ground reference at corresponding pixel scale. VIIRS albedo shows
a larger RMSE of 0.02 and lower R of 0.35 relative to ground reference
than those of MODIS albedo (RMSE = 0.01, R = 0.45). Nevertheless,
VIIRS albedo has distinct advantage over the 1 km MODIS albedo
during bare-soil covered period by visually checking Figure 6b and
Figure 15b. There are more albedo data available for VIIRS albedo
(N = 54) than that of MODIS albedo (V006) (N = 27). Furthermore, the
data points between VIIRS albedo and ground reference are on the line
1:1 with a very small average bias of �0.002, while that of MODIS
albedo (V006) deviates from this line with a relatively large average bias
of �0.015. And VIIRS albedo presents a smaller RMSE of 0.02 and a lar-
ger R of 0.41 than that of MODIS albedo (RMSE = 0.03, R = 0.25). The
advantage of VIIRS albedo is still hold during the mixed-cover period,
with a smaller RMSE of 0.02 and a comparable R of 0.62 than those of
MODIS albedo (RMSE = 0.03, R = 0.69). In terms of the overall perfor-
mance, VIIRS albedo also shows a higher accuracy, with a smaller
RMSE of 0.02 and a slightly larger R of 0.73 than those of MODIS albedo
(V006) (RMSE = 0.03, R = 0.70).

By comparing Figures 4 and 14, several differences between the perfor-
mances of VIIRS albedo and MODIS albedo can be found. First, data
missing occur in the MODIS daily local noon albedo, but not in the
VIIRS daily instantaneous albedo. This may be associated with the less
rigid quality control process of VIIRS albedo. Second, temporal
sequence of the 1 km MODIS albedo is smoother than that of ground

reference (1 km pixel scale), while the VIIRS albedo is more dispersed than that of ground reference (VIIRS
pixel scale). Despite the smoothness of the MODIS albedo, it is inferior to VIIRS albedo in depicting the
rapidly changing surface albedo. It is reasonable since the MODIS albedo (V006) was still using the 16 day
retrieval algorithm despite the daily generation, thus losing detailed change in surface albedo. In contrast,
the VIIRS albedo was based on daily instantaneous observations and therefore is more sensitive to the
changes of the land surface. The comparison of their errors with respect to the ground reference shows their
comparable performance since the differences between their errors are small (Figure 13).
4.2.2. Comparison With MODIS 16-Day Mean Albedo (V005)
The MCD43A3 (V006) is the latest version of MODIS albedo with the same temporal resolution as that of VIIRS
albedo. However, the MCD43A3 (V005), with a temporal resolution of 8 days, is still the most extensively used
and widely evaluated product now (Gascoin et al., 2017). In this paper, the V005 product was also used at a
spatial resolution of 1 km for comparison with VIIRS 16 day mean albedo to demonstrate their characteristics.

The 1 km MODIS albedo (V005) is systematically lower than the ground reference (Figure 16), while their
respective seasonal patterns are consistent, except for DOY 81 to 97 and DOY 129 to 145. These outliers
are primarily caused by the serious surface albedo heterogeneity, which resulted from the frequent field

Figure 17. Scatterplot of the 16 day ground reference at a 1 km pixel scale
and the 1 km MODIS albedos (V005) for the entire year. The different
colors of triangles denote the different numbers of MCD43A3 (V005) pixels
used in full inversion within the 1 km scale. The dotted lines show the bias
on the interval [�0.05, 0.05].

Figure 18. The comparison of the errors of MODIS local noon albedo (V005) and the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo with respect
to the ground reference at corresponding pixel scales.
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managements (e.g., irrigation and fertilization). Additionally, the rapid change in surface albedo during the
16 day period corresponding to the 16 day MODIS product is also a contributor to their discrepancy.

The RMSE of the MODIS albedo (V005) is larger than that of 16 day mean VIIRS albedo (Table 3). However, its
correlation with ground reference is similar to the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo. The magnitudes of the systema-
tical underestimation of MODIS albedo (V005) relative to the 1 km ground reference are all less than 0.05
(Figure 17), with an average biases of �0.02, which is much larger than that of 16 day mean VIIRS albedo.

The lower RMSE of 16 day mean VIIRS albedo indicates that it is closer to the ground reference than that of
1 km MODIS albedo (V005). It is because both the 16 day ground reference and the 16 day VIIRS albedo are
based on daily instantaneous observations, which may be more sensitive to rapid changes in surface condi-
tions. By contrast, the MODIS albedo (V005) is based on 16 day accumulated observations, and its algorithm
screened out obvious changes in the surface albedo. Therefore, the MODIS albedo (V005) will be biased when
drastic changes of the land surfaces occur.

Comparison of the performance of 16 day mean albedo VIIRS albedo and MODIS albedo (V005) is shown in
Figure 18. When the temporal resolution decreased from daily to 8 days, the magnitude of their errors
reduced a lot (compared with Figure 13), showing that better closeness between albedo products and
ground reference is attainable provided that the temporal resolution is sacrificed. Nevertheless, differences
between the performances of VIIRS albedo and MODIS albedo (V005) grew. There is a clear distinction
between the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo and 1 km MODIS albedo (V005) in terms of their closeness with
the ground reference, especially during the mixed cover (T3) and bare soil periods (T2). The magnitude of
MODIS albedo (V005) errors is mostly larger than that of the 16 day mean VIIRS albedo.

5. Conclusions

Preliminary assessments (Wang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2016) of VIIRS albedo have proved its acceptable
accuracy. However, this kind of assessment suffers from uncertainties due to either the limited spatial repre-
sentativeness of single site measurement or the complicated error sources when introducing intermediate
spatial resolution imagery. This paper evaluated the accuracy of VIIRS granular-based albedo against ground
reference at the VIIRS pixel scale over vegetation, bare soil, and mixed cover surfaces.

The ground reference at the VIIRS pixel was obtained by weighting the optimal multinode WSN-based mea-
surements at the overpass time with the upscaling LUTs specified for the granule-based VIIRS albedo. It was
qualified to represent the mean albedo within the VIIRS pixel throughout the year and thus was used as the
most valid (unbiased) reference to directly evaluate the VIIRS albedo in long time series. The current granular
VIIRS albedo has a high overall accuracy with a RMSE of 0.02 under the clear-sky condition, which is higher
than that of MCD43A3 (V006) and GLASS albedo (Table 4). Further, it is generally significantly correlated with
instantaneous ground references with a high R of 0.73.

During the vegetation-covered period, the VIIRS instantaneous albedo is inferior to MCD43A3 (V006) and
GLASS local noon albedos, with a higher RMSE and a lower R. However, during the bare soil period, the
VIIRS albedo shows distinct advantages over MODIS andGLASS albedos, as the correlation of VIIRS albedowith
ground reference is much better than that of MODIS and GLASS albedos. During themixed cover period, VIIRS
albedo still retains its advantage over MODIS and GLASS albedos, with a smaller RMSE and a comparable R.

Although the VIIRS albedo is slightly dispersed in temporal sequence, which may be the result of the less rigid
quality control process, it evidently outperforms GLASS and MODIS albedo in capturing the albedo temporal

Table 4
Summary of Evaluation Results for VIIRS, GLASS, and MODIS Albedo During Different Periods

T1 (vegetation period) T2 (bare soil period) T3 (mixed cover period)

VIIRS GLASS MCD43A3 VIIRS GLASS MCD43A3 VIIRS GLASS MCD43A3

RMSE 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
Bias 0.003 �0.007 �0.008 �0.002 �0.015 �0.015 0.005 �0.018 �0.021
N 42 50 50 54 43 27 73 94 85
P 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
R 0.35 0.71 0.45 0.41 0.04 0.25 0.62 0.60 0.69
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variations, especially when land surface albedo reveals obvious day-to-day fluctuations. The VIIRS albedo also
displays a better temporal continuity and shows no systematic error on the annual basis with an average bias
of �0.002.

When resampling the VIIRS albedo into 16 day bins, the 16 daymean VIIRS albedo time series is smoother and
more stable than that of VIIRS daily instantaneous albedo. The temporal trends of the 16 day mean VIIRS
albedo and 16 day mean ground reference are more consistent with each other than the daily instantaneous
product, and the RMSE is reduced when reducing the temporal resolution from daily to 8 days. These results
indicate that the closeness between VIIRS albedo and ground reference can be improved when temporal
resolution is sacrificed.

The highlights in this study should be acknowledged. First, not only relatively homogeneous land surfaces
during vegetation and bare-soil periods but also heterogeneous land surfaces during a mixed-cover period
were used to evaluate the VIIRS albedo. Therefore, the validation results are more comprehensive than that
of only selecting representative sites for the evaluation. Second, a single point ground-observed albedo was
not used since it would be insufficient to validate the albedo at spatial resolutions of approximately 1 km in
the event of land surface heterogeneity. Instead, multipoint measurements were taken with high accuracy
radiometers to capture the spatial-temporal variations of surface albedo in our experimental area. Thus,
the validation results shown in this paper are more rigorous and reliable. Third, this paper provides an upscal-
ing method specified for validation of VIIRS swath-based albedo, which also enhances the reliability of the
validation results. Nevertheless, an accurate estimation of ground reference requires the inclusion of geo-
metric errors of VIIRS images and the consideration of possible change in spatial resolution of VIIRS data
for being targeted off-nadir, which are beyond the scope of this paper. Lastly, both the absolute accuracies
relative to the pixel scale ground reference and the performance relative to the GLASS and MODIS were also
given in this study.

Due to the limitations in the length of the ground measurement time series and the range of the experimen-
tal area, the validation was only conducted for a single year and in one area in this study. Thus, it just provides
a preliminary assessment for VIIRS albedo product. It should also be noted that the upscaling method was
based on the historical HJ albedo from 2010 and 2012. However, the surface coverage may change over a
period of 3 years, which may introduce certain errors in the ground reference. Thus, the comparison results
between VIIRS, GLASS, and MODIS albedo were associated not only with the different accuracies of them-
selves but also with the different accuracies of the ground reference at corresponding pixel scales. China is
still working on the national validation network for remote sensing products, which will provide longer term
groundmeasurements over more kinds of land cover in the future (Ma et al., 2015). We intend to continue the
validation as more ground measurements become available.
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